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South Africa's Post-Apartheid Military - Lindy Heinecken 2020-01-01
This timely book examines how the South African National Defence
Force has adapted to the country’s new security, political and social
environment since 1994. In South Africa’s changed political state, how
has civilian control of the military been implemented and what does this
mean for ‘defence in a democracy’? This book presents an overview of
the security environment, how the mission focus of the military has
changed and the implications for force procurement, force preparation,
force employment and force sustainability. The author addresses other
issues, such as: · the effect of integrating former revolutionary soldiers
into a professional armed force · the effect of affirmative action on
meritocracy, recruitment and retention · military veterans, looking at the
difficulties they face in reintegrating back into society and finding gainful
employment · gender equality and mainstreaming · the rise of military
unions and why a confrontational, instead of a more corporatist approach
to labour relations has emerged · HIV/AIDS and the consequences this
holds for the military in terms of its operational effectiveness. In closing,
the author highlights key events that have caused the SANDF to become
‘lost in transition and transformation’, spelling out some lessons learned.
The conclusions she draws are pertinent for the future of defence,
security and civil-military relations of countries around the world.
South Africa in Crisis - Jesmond Blumenfeld 2022-10-05
Originally published in 1987, South Africa in Crisis documents the
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perceptions and policies of all the major interest groups in South Africa
during the 1980s when the long-running struggle for ultimate political
power in South Africa entered a new phase. It analyses their responses
to the state of ferment and vicious circle of political and economic
decline which ensued in the anti-apartheid struggle and examines the
developing pressures both from within and outside the country. Of
particular importance for the process was the relationship between
internal reactions to the crisis and the diverse and unprecedented set of
political, military and economic pressures which were interjected from
abroad.
Psychiatry, Mental Institutions, and the Mad in Apartheid South Africa Tiffany Fawn Jones 2012-05-23
In the late 1970s, South African mental institutions were plagued with
scandals about human rights abuse, and psychiatric practitioners were
accused of being agents of the apartheid state. Between 1939 and 1994,
some psychiatric practitioners supported the mandate of the racist and
heteropatriarchal government and most mental patients were treated
abysmally. However, unlike studies worldwide that show that women,
homosexuals and minorities were institutionalized in far higher numbers
than heterosexual men, Psychiatry, Mental Institutions and the Mad in
Apartheid South Africa reveals how in South Africa, per capita, white
heterosexual males made up the majority of patients in state institutions.
The book therefore challenges the monolithic and omnipotent view of the
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apartheid government and its mental health policy. While not contesting
the belief that human rights abuses occurred within South Africa’s
mental health system, Tiffany Fawn Jones argues that the disparity
among practitioners and the fluidity of their beliefs, along with the
disjointed mental health infrastructure, diffused state control. More
importantly, the book shows how patients were also, to a limited extent,
able to challenge the constraints of their institutionalization. This volume
places the discussions of South Africa’s mental institutions in an
international context, highlighting the role that international
organizations, such as the Church of Scientology, and political events
such as the gay rights movement and the Cold War also played in
shaping mental health policy in South Africa.
The Pitfalls of Liberal Democracy and Late Nationalism in South
Africa - M. Muiu 2008-12-08
This book compares African and Afrikaner nationalisms to demonstrate
that the transition from apartheid to liberal democracy in South Africa
was a neo-colonial settlement that left the economy and the military and
security sectors under the control of the white minority, while increasing
wide socioeconomic disparities between rich and poor.
Army - 1988

Asia, Europe, Latin America, North Africa and the Middle East, and subSaharan Africa. Contributors: Richard Akum (Council for the
Development of Social Sciences in Africa), Ecoma Alaga (African Security
Sector Network), Muthiah Alagappa (Institute of Security and
International Studies, Malaysia), Suchit Bunbongkarn (Institute of
Security and International Studies, Thailand), Juan Emilio Cheyre
(Center for International Studies, Catholic University of Chile), Biram
Diop (Partners for Democratic Change—African Institute for Security
Sector Transformation, Dakar), Raymundo B. Ferrer (Nickel Asia
Corporation), Humberto Corado Figueroa (Ministry of Defense, El
Salvador), Vilmos Hamikus (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Hungary), Julio
Hang (Argentine Council for International Relations), Marton Harsanyi
(Stockholm University), Carolina G. Hernandez (University of the
Philippines; Institute for Strategic and Development Studies), Raymond
Maalouf (Defense expert, Lebanon), Tannous Mouawad (Middle East
Studies, Lebanon), Matthew Rhodes (George C. Marshall European
Center for Security Studies), Martin Rupiya (African Public Policy and
Research Institute), Juan C. Salgado Brocal (Academic and Consultant
Council for Military Research and Studies, Chile), Narcís Serra
(Barcelona Institute of International Studies), Rizal Sukma (Centre for
Strategic and International Studies, Jakarta).
Soldiers Without Politics - Kenneth W. Grundy 1983-01-01

Military Engagement - Dennis C. Blair 2013-06-28
The response of an autocratic nation's armed forces is crucial to the
outcome of democratization movements throughout the world. But what
exact internal conditions have led to real-world democratic transitions,
and have external forces helped or hurt? Here, experts with military and
policy backgrounds, some of whom have played a role in democratic
transitions, present instructive case studies of democratic movements.
Focusing on the specific domestic context and the many influences that
have contributed to successful transitions, the authors write about
democratic civil-military relations in fourteen countries and five world
regions. The cases include Argentina, Chile, El Salvador, Egypt,
Hungary, Indonesia, Lebanon, Nigeria, Philippines, Senegal, South
Africa, Spain, Syria, and Thailand, augmented by regional overviews of
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Financial Mail - 2003
In Different Times - Ian van der Waag 2019-11-15
This is the first attempt to bring together diverse scholars, using
different lenses, to study South Africa’s Border War. As a book, it is
critical in approach, provides deeper reflection, and focuses specifically
on the SADF experience of the war. The result is a more complex picture
of the war’s dynamics and its legacies. Although South Africa is a vastly
different country today, the study of the Border War opens a range of
questions, also relevant to contemporary deployments such as in Lesotho
(1998) and the Central African Republic (2013). It includes the debate on
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participation in foreign conflicts; on the deployment, design and
preparation of appropriate, modern armed forces and their use as
foreign policy instruments in far‑off theatres; on military planning; and,
as the historical controversies regarding the battles at Cuito Cuanavale
and Bangui illustrate, on the interface between foreign campaigning and
domestic politics.
Politics By Other Means - Richard Abel 2015-12-22
Politics by Other Means explores the fundamental question of how law
can constrain political power by offering a pathbreaking account of the
triumphant final decade of the struggle against apartheid. Richard Abel
presents case studies of ten major legal campaigns including: challenges
to pass laws; black trade union demands for recognition; state terror;
censorship; resistance to the "independent" homelands; and treason
trials.
Total Onslaught - Paul Moorcraft 2018-08-30
The end of the Second World War may have heralded peace in Europe
but conflicts in Southern Africa were about to begin. The imperial
powers were weakened by the cost of war and a string of wars
challenged colonial rule in countries such as Namibia, Angola and
Rhodesia. Once independence was achieved, civil wars between rival
factions unfamiliar with democratic principles resulted. Liberation
movements such as those in South Africa demanded self-rule and end to
Apartheid. Tribal feuds, corruption and the ambitions of dictators led to
more conflicts such as the protracted fighting in the Congo. These were
wars that ran on until both sides were exhausted often only to be rekindled after short periods of uneasy peace. The cost in human and
material terms has been devastating and in too many cases remain so.
Economic development has been frustrated and the result is often
poverty, abuse and genocide. The Author who knows Southern Africa as
a native is superbly equipped to tell this fascinating if tragic record.
The Birth of a New South Africa - T. R. H. Davenport 1998-01-01
Davenport describes the changes that took place leading to the end of
apartheid, the process of reconciliation among the various elements of
South African society, and discusses the country's peace-making and
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constitution-building efforts.
Argument and Change in World Politics - Neta C. Crawford 2002-07-25
Arguments have consequences in world politics that are as real as the
military forces of states or the balance of power among them. Neta
Crawford proposes a theory of argument in world politics which focuses
on the role of ethical arguments in fostering changes in long-standing
practices. She examines five hundred years of history, analyzing the role
of ethical arguments in colonialism, the abolition of slavery and forced
labour, and decolonization. Pointing out that decolonization is the
biggest change in world politics in the last five hundred years, the author
examines ethical arguments from the sixteenth century justifying
Spanish conquest of the Americas, and from the twentieth century over
the fate of Southern Africa. The book also offers a prescriptive analysis of
how ethical arguments could be deployed to deal with the problem of
humanitarian intervention. Co-winner of the APSA Jervis-Schroeder Prize
for the best book on international history and politics.
Partner to History - Princeton Nathan Lyman 2002
A remarkable book about a remarkable time, Partner to History reveals
the role played by U.S. diplomacy in South Africa's surprisingly
successful transition from apartheid to democracy. Princeton Lyman, the
U.S. ambassador during the transition, makes clear that America didn't
"own" the transition process-the South Africans did. But U.S.
involvement was active and intense. And it made a difference. Lyman
tells an enthralling story of how Washington policymakers and the
American embassy used U.S. influence, economic assistance, and
political support to help end apartheid without sparking civil war. The
book offers candid assessments both of U.S. policy deliberations and of
the leading players in the unfolding, unpredictable drama. It takes us
behind the diplomatic scenes as well as onto the public stage, as
American diplomats strove to facilitate dialogue, encourage
reconciliation, and dissuade potential spoilers.
Multilingualism, the Judiciary and Security Services - Kas Deprez
2001
This work deals with international principles regarding the use of
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language in the administration of justice, and looks at the way in which
multilingual countries such as Belgium and Switzerland approach this
complex problem.
Translations on Sub-Saharan Africa - United States. Joint
Publications Research Service

integration of women in the military, which during a few decades across
the board has grown into more than just another issue of personnel
policies. Indeed with regard to gender, the symbolism and sensitivities
surrounding core identities are at stake – as with the presence of gays
and lesbians in the military. Written by experts in the field, the chapters
cover fourteen countries around the world: the USA, Canada, Bolivia,
Ecuador, Brazil, South-Africa, Eritrea, India, Israel, Great Britain,
France, Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands. Taken together, the
armed forces of these countries offer a fascinating mix of similarities and
differences in the ways they try to manage cultural diversity. Cultural
Diversity in the Armed Forces will be of interest to students and scholars
of military studies, sociology, gender and political science.
Securing South Africa's Democracy - G. Cawthra 1997-07-16
This book examines the defence and security challenges facing the new
South Africa in the context of development and nation-building priorities.
The transformation of security policy during the transition from
apartheid and since the April 1994 elections is examined. Challenges
facing the defence force and the police service are examined and the
relationships between defence, development and domestic and external
security are explored in an integrated way which points to a policy
framework for security in the developing world.
Surviving the Ride - Steve Camp 2014-09-19
Mine-protected and mine-resistant, ambush-protected (MRAP) vehicles
are today standard in the US, most major western armed forces and
many other armies as a result of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The
South African Army was already routinely using mine-protected armored
personnel carriers and patrol vehicles forty years ago even if they looked
primitive and ungainly. A few years later, the South African Army had
reached the stage where it could deploy entire combat groups into battle
zones equipped with only mine-protected vehicles, including their
ambulances and supply trucks. By then the mine-protected vehicles had
also become effective for use in combat, rather than just protected
transport, the Casspir being the chief example. More to the point, they
saved countless soldiers and policemen from death or serious injury, and

Protest at Midnight - Peter Storey 2022-01-11
“Let me say to President Botha: apartheid is doomed! It has been
condemned in the councils of God, rejected by every nation on the planet
and is no longer believed in by the people who gave it birth. Apartheid is
the god that has failed . . . let not one more sacred life be offered on its
blood-stained altar.” This is what Bishop Peter Storey preached in 1986
in the darkest hours of black suffering in a South Africa torn apart by
racial oppression. Join him as a youthful chaplain to Nelson Mandela on
Robben Island, defying armed police entering his pulpit, heading the SA
Council of Churches with Bishop Desmond Tutu, leading 25,000
marchers against Johannesburg’s secret police headquarters, and
confronting Winnie Mandela’s wrongs. Storey’s ministry was shaped by
one simple question: “What does it mean to obey Jesus in apartheid
South Africa?” This book tells of his answer and challenges the silence of
American churches in the face of nationalism, systemic racism, and rightwing populism in the USA.
Borderstrike! - Willem Steenkamp 2006
The Rise of the South African Security Establishment - Kenneth W.
Grundy 1983
Cultural Diversity in the Armed Forces - Joseph L. Soeters 2007-01-24
This volume explores ethnicity and gender developments in relation to
the military. In some countries, the armed forces have a long history in
responding to ethnic diversity, while elsewhere it has come up only
recently as a policy issue. An even-handed representation of ethnic
minorities in the military is recognized as crucial for enhancing its social
legitimacy and professional quality. The same can be said about the
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the basic concepts now live on in the various MRAP types in service
today. The valuable lessons learned by the South Africans with their
early designs of these combat-proven vehicles has led the country to
become one of the global leaders in the design of MRAPs which are
locally manufactured and exported around the world. Surviving the Ride
is a fascinating pictorial account featuring more than 120 of these unique
South African-developed vehicles, spanning a forty-year period, with over
280 photographs, many of which are previously unpublished.
Disarmament and Defence Industrial Adjustment in South Africa - Peter
Batchelor 1998
Analyzes the response of the South African defence industry to drastic
cuts in military expenditure and the demilitarization of society since the
end of the Cold War and apartheid, and the stabilization of the regional
security situation.
The Spread of Financial Sophistication Through Emerging
Markets Worldwide - John W. Kensinger 2016-07-26
Research in Finance Vol 32 reflects the current and primary issues in
financial markets and to applying financial modeling in emerging
markets.
Sex and Politics in South Africa - Neville Wallace Hoad 2005
This book tells how South Africa came to lead the world in enshrining
sexual equality in our Bill of Rights, which forms part of the Constitution.
The achievement, which has been hailed as a model for the rest of the
world, did not come about without a long struggle. This was spearheaded
by gender activists and movements during the 1980s, whose campaigns
on the one hand evoked hostility from the apartheid state and were also
dismissed as an irrelevance by conservative factions within the liberation
movement. Indeed, the end of apartheid did not automatically guarantee
that sexual equality would be realised, and the book explains how in the
end this was achieved. The volume draws upon the rich archive of the
Gay and Lesbian association and incorporates fascinating first-hand
documents from the time as well as essays by participants in the events
and later commentators.
Frontiersmen - Anthony Clayton 2002-01-04
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Since 1950, there has been almost continuous military unrest in Africa.
This study offers an overview of warfare in this period, examining a
military tradition that ranges from the highly sophisticated electronic, air
and armour fighting between South Africa and Angola-Cuban forces, to
the spears and machetes of the Rwandan genocide. The author explores
two themes: first, that warfare in North Africa has principally been a
matter of identity and secondly, that warfare south of the Sahara is
comparable with that of pre-colonial Africa - conflicts of frontiersmen
trying to extend their control over land and resources. Exploring
liberation campaigns, civil wars, ethnic conflicts and wars between
nations, this study provides an authoritative military history of Africa
over half a century.
State of the Nation - John Daniel 2003
This anthology provides insightful political analysis of post-apartheid
South Africa. Written by leading South African intellectuals, these
analyses cover topics such as unemployment, trade unionism, race
relations, land reform, education, international relations, and the South
Africanisation of the African economy. Within each work the inherited
apartheid legacy, the policies introduced to overcome those legacies, and
the effectiveness of those policies are addressed.
South Africa's Intelligence Services: Military 'special forces' in the
'new South Africa.' - 1991
The Last Hot Battle of the Cold War - Peter Polack 2013-12-13
As the Soviet Union teetered on the edge of collapse during the late
1980s, and America prepared to claim its victory, a bloody war still raged
in Southern Africa, where proxy forces from both sides vied for control of
Angola. The result was the largest battle on the dark continent since Al
Alamein, with forces from both sides paying in blood what U.S.-Soviet
diplomats were otherwise spending in diplomacy. The socialist
government of Angola and its army, FAPLA, fully stocked with Soviet
weapons, had only to wipe out a massive resistance group, UNITA,
secretly supplied by the U.S, in order to claim full sovereignty over the
country. A giant FAPLA offensive so threatened to succeed in overcoming
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UNITA that apartheid-era South Africa stepped in to protect its own
interests. The white army crossing the border prompted the Angolan
government to call on their own foreign reinforcementsÑthe army of
Communist CubaÕs. Thus began the epic battle of Cuito Cuanavale,
largely unknown in the U.S., but which raged for three months in the
entirely odd match-up of South African Boers vs. CastroÕs armed forces,
which for the first time in the Cold War proved what it could achieve.
And it turned out the Cubans were very good. The South Africans were
no slouches at warfare themselves, but had suffered under a boycott of
weapons since 1977. The Cubans and Angolan troops, instead, had the
latest Soviet weapons, easily delivered. But UNITA had its secret U.S.
supply line and the South Africans knew how to fight, mainly at a
disadvantage in air power for lack of spare parts. Meantime the Cubans
overcame their logistic difficulties with an impressive airlift of troops
over the Atlantic, while the Boers simply needed to drive next door. As a
case study of ferocious fighting between East and WestÑalbeit proxies
for the great powers on all sidesÑthis book unveils a remarkable episode
of the end-game of the Cold War largely unknown to the public. The
Angolans on both sides suffered heavily, but it was the apartheid South
Africans versus CastroÕs armed forces that provides utter fascination in
one of historyÕs rare match-ups.
The common Forms and Rules for Drawing and Answering an
original Bill in Chancery - George Farren 2022-01-21
Reprint of the original, first published in 1866.
South Africa's 'Border War' - Gary Baines 2014-02-27
South Africa's 'Border War' provides a timely study of the 'war of words'
waged by retired South African Defence Force (SADF) generals and
other veterans against critics and detractors. The book explores the
impact of the 'Border War' on South African culture and society during
apartheid and in the new dispensation and discusses the lasting legacy or
'afterlife' of the war in great detail. It also offers an appraisal of the
secondary literature of the 'Border War', supplemented by archival
research, interviews and an analysis of articles, newspaper reports,
reviews and blogs. Adopting a genuinely multidisciplinary approach that
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borrows from the study of history, literature, visual culture, memory,
politics and international relations, South Africa's 'Border War' is an
important volume for anyone interested in the study of war and memory
or the modern history of South Africa.
The San and the N‡a Jaqna Conservancy, Tsumkwe District West,
Namibia - Cameron Welch 2018-07-24
This book examines the current position of the San as marginalized
indigenous peoples in Namibia. In doing so, it explores how CBNRM has
become a nexus through which questions of indigeneity, conservation
and development have come to bear on San communities. Focusing on
the experiences of a group of predominantly San communities in the
North-East of Namibia, the historical and contemporary situations of the
San of the Na Jaqna Conservancy and their engagement with CBNRM
are examined. In looking to the future, this work seeks to understand
what mechanisms and institutions give indigenous groups, such as the
San, a foothold in the State and an avenue though which to navigate and
shape their own modernity(ies). This work explores the modalities
through which conservation comes together with interests of indigenous
groups and how these groups deploy leverage gained through invoking
conservation as discourse and practice. In examining San engagements
with the Conservancy structures in Na Jaqna, this study seeks answers
not only to the question of what San engagements with CBNRM can tell
us about the potential of the CBNRM framework itself for facilitating
rural development and conservation, but also the question of what
engagement with CBNRM can tell us about how the San of Namibia
actively engage in rural development. The following work focuses not
solely on how policies and governmental or non-governmental
interventions have impacted San realities and life ways, but also the
ways in which the San of Na Jaqna have negotiated, impacted, and
shaped these processes.
War and Society - Jacklyn Cock 1989
Contemporary Security Studies - Alan Collins 2022
Contemporary Security Studies is a uniquely engaging introduction to
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future in which all may have a share.
Out of Step - Catholic Institute for International Relations 1989

Security Studies, covering the key theories and contemporary issues in
the field.
South Africa's Weapons of Mass Destruction - Helen E. Purkitt 2005
A comprehensive history of the development and dismantling of South
Africa's weapons of mass destruction program.
The Devil In The Detail - Paul Holden 2011-11-02
The South African 'Arms Deal' was never a single event. Rather it was,
and still is, a series of scandals and outrages, all contributing towards a
dubious momentum that takes South Africa further away from
transparent democratic practice. The Devil in the Detail, written by two
of South Africa's leading researchers on the subject, takes the reader on
a journey of insight. Witness at close hand the breaking open of State
secrets, with tales of outrageous personal enrichment. Explore how the
Arms Deal emerged out of the criminal networks of both the old SADF
and the ANC's security apparatus, raising questions as to whether South
Africa's remarkable transition was not oiled, at key points, by criminal
intent and collusion. Follow the trail of the various offset deals done after
the Arms Deal - cumulatively worth just as much as - and discover that
corruption continues to impact on defence spending in South Africa.
Examine the economics and witness how the Arms Deal was not only
economically irrational, but virtually suicidal, almost single-handedly
derailing the post-apartheid economic project. Finally, read about the
rise of the 'shadow state', the politicisation of prosecutions, and the rise
of the 'spooks'. The remarkable conclusion of this landmark study is that
years after the deal took place, the forces that drove its decisions have
only grown in strength, further blighting South Africa's prospects for a
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Black Sash - 1987-05
Images of Women in Peace and War - Sharon Macdonald 1988
As warriors, freedom fighters and victims, as mothers, wives and
prostitutes, and as creators and members of peace movements, women
are inevitably caught up in the net of war. Yet women's participation in
warfare and peace campaigns has often been underestimated or ignored.
Images of Women in Peace and War explores women's relationships to
war, peace, and revolution, from the Amazons, Inka and Boadicea, to
women soldiers in South Africa, Mau Mau freedom fighters and the
protestors at Greenham Common. The contributors consider not only the
reality of women's participation but also look at how their actions have
been perceived and represented across cultures and through history.
They examine how sexual imagery is constructed, how it is used to
delineate women's relation to warfare and how these images have
sometimes been subverted in order to challenge the status quo. The book
raises important questions about whether women have a special
prerogative to promote peace and considers whether the experience of
motherhood leads to a distinctive women's position on war. The authors
find that their analyses lead them to deal with arguments on the basic
nature of the sexes and to reevaluate our concepts of "peace," "war," and
"gender."
Sash - 1981
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